
INTERMEDIATE MATHS EXAM PAPERS

All the topics covered by the WJEC GCSE Maths Intermediate tier paper and links to past paper questions on these
topics.

If you do not give your answer in the form asked for in the question, you will not get the final accuracy mark 1
mark. So although they can undoubtedly do the question and would have got one mark if they had shown their
working out, they ended up with no marks at all. For a period in the s, the Irish version of the paper also listed
the examiner, some details are available. Agreeing with their lecturers, students said that they had to skip
certain questions in the paper because of the same. Many students who revise thoroughly, forget to spend time
on the easiest way to gain and lose marks in the exam. David Malone and Hazel Murray. In fact, I was
surprised to see the question paper as not many questions were familiar," said Akshita V, an intermediate
student. It is very easily forgotten though! According to a ministerial briefing, was the first year when the
Department of Education ran the Certificate Exams as a group, however there are older pre-establisted-leaving
certificate papers. Given the level of difficulty, experts said that the pass percentage of students - particularly
those who are average or below average - could witness a significant drop this year. Good examination
technique should be practised as part of Intermediate GCSE Maths exam preparation, and when revising the
most essential exam questions and exam topics. The student will therefore not get the accuracy mark for the
correct answer, nor the method mark as no working out has been shown. This is also the number one cause of
losing marks. Note that the Department of Education also have a collection of Historical Statistical Reports
which are also useful in understanding the papers. We have assembled the following from old papers that we
have hoarded, old collections of exam papers, the SEC website and archive, library sources and also through
the kindness of others that have loaned or scanned old papers. Don't Measure Diagrams Ifit states "diagram
not accurately drawn" then do not bother measuring the diagram, it will not help you, and it will waste time.
The two mark question is made up of 1 method mark for the method used, and 1 accuracy mark for the correct
answer. While this pattern has been followed this time as well, the fact that a majority of the questions were
unfamiliar to students increased the difficult level,"said Madhu Sudhan Reddy P, president, Government
Junior Lecturer's Association. Let us consider a two mark question where you have to work out the length of a
model car. Malone mu. Watch out for Mixed Units Quite often different units are used to measure quantities in
the same question, for example: cm and mm m and cm km and m The golden rule is to always work with just
one unit throughout, either all centimetres or all metres or all kilometres. Beware the Calculator Paper! We
also have a short note on when Irish script was used in for the exam papers. Archive of Mathsy State Exams
Papers. The exam is as much about how to prevent losing marks, as it is about gaining them. Change any
different measures at the start of doing the question to the same unit. Give the Final Answer as Asked For in
the Question The exam question will often state the level of accuracy needed for the final answer. Candidates
need to be aware of these 9 very simple steps as both a source of very easy marks, and as a way to prevent
losing marks needlessly. If for example you are doing a 3 mark question in 1 line, then beware, as you have
either not shown all your working out and will lose marks , or you have not spotted correctly what to do, so
look at the question again. This includes sample papers, log tables, syllabus notes, Instead of staying on target
for a grade C by getting one mark out of two, they have fallen behind on an easy question. In Friday's paper,
however, most of the questions were concept-based and very different from other years," said D V Anita ,
dean, Telangana Intermediate Education, Narayana Group of Institutions. For some reason, many candidates
and it is more often boys , believe that everything they do will be perfect and mistake free, so why bother
using up precious energy writing needlessly, when they can work out the answer faster their own way? While
3,35, students registered for the exam , a total of 11, remained absent. Don't be tempted to squash your work
into a small space - ask for extra paper. Some even said that they were unsure if their answers to several
questions were correct or not. For example to give your answer correct to 1 decimal place, or to 1 significant
figure. Once you start spotting this and making sure that all your answers are in the correct form that has been
asked for, you will stop throwing away lots of marks. There are a few extra PDF files that may be of interest
listed at the end of the page. If you have papers that fill any gaps missing papers listed in red below, or
incomplete papers are marked "Partial" in cyan , then please get in touch.


